We Care
Our environmental
journey

Brett Martin HQ
Mallusk
Co. Antrim

At Brett Martin we recognise that

Being a
global brand
comes with
s
responsibilities
Working alongside distributors and customers
across 70 countries has made us aware of how
interlinked our lives and the environments we live
in are, despite the distances between us, and the
role we have to play in caring for our planet.
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Our
journey
to carbon
reduction

SUSTAINABILITY
Supporting Climate Change Agreement
Verifying our carbon emissions
by Planet Mark certification
Reducing use of fossil based materials

RENEWABLE ENERGY
Onsite wind turbine
Dedicated solar farm
Programme of energy saving projects

REDUCING WASTE
Formed project teams to reduce
waste and materials spillage
Reduced wastage through targeting
high product yields
Reduced landfill by increasing 			
on-site reuse of waste

PRODUCT RANGE
While we understand we have a long
way to go and our journey will be a
continuous one, in recent years we have
taken a number of significant steps
to reduce our impact on the planet.

Reviewed product Life Cycle Analyses
to pinpoint areas for improvement
Introduced Eco range of
semi-finished products
2022 launch of bio-circular
reduced fossil polycarbonate
Expanded the number of
Environmental Product Declarations
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Investing
in renewables

99.5m, 2.3 MWp
On-site wind turbine

20 hectare

Manufacturing site

50%

Of our manufacturing site’s
energy comes from on-site
& external renewable sources.
Brett Martin HQ
Mallusk, Co. Antrim

6.42 MWp

Dedicated solar farm
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1732t
Carbon
Reduction
Generated from onsite
renewable energy

The carbon we’ve saved
is equivalent to a reduction of

13,600,000 km
driven by an average family car
On average, our wind
turbine has saved
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On average, our solar
farm has saved

832t of CO2

900t of CO2

per annum

per annum

An amazing

340 trips
around the Earth saved
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Energy
efficiency
We are driving carbon savings
through energy efficiency
programmes across our business.
Quarterly energy targets
Systems to track and
monitor energy usage
Up to 20 energy saving
projects per year
Upgrades to more
energy efficient
equipment
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Next level
sustainability
Marlon BioPlus is a
quantum step forward
towards carbon neutral
Polycarbonate sheet.
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By switching from fossil based PC to
resins certified as being produced from
71% bio-circular attributed material
via mass balancing, we can offer
Polycarbonate sheets with dramatically
reduced impact on the environment.
The use of renewable energy reduces
carbon emissions by 84% during
resin production and the sheet is also
produced with 100% renewable energy.

ISCC PLUS
certified Bio-Circular
attributed resin

71% 100%
Replacement
of fossil based
raw material*

Renewable energy
used in sheet
production

*See datasheets for details
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Mass
balancing
explained
Mass Balancing is the plastic industry’s
innovative approach to deliver the next
level of renewable resins.
It overcomes the practical production
barriers to the substitution of fossil resources
with bio-based recycled materials, e.g. used
cooking oil, and accelerates the reduction in
carbon emissions.
Mass balancing introduces measured
amounts of bio-based materials early in
the resin production process and allocates
exactly the same amount to the finished
resin. This allocation carries through to
the Marlon sheet, which is identified and
sold as a bio-circular attributed product.
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Certified Sustainability
Each order of Marlon Bioplus is covered
by our ISCC plus certification to confirm
that the bio based material has been
sourced sustainably and allocated via
our mass balancing system.

Feedstock

Resin

Sheet

100t

100t

100t

Recycled
bio material

Bio-circular
attributed resin

Bio-circular attributed
Marlon BioPlus sheet

900t

900t

900t

Fossil material

Standard resin

Standard Marlon sheet
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Reduce
Reuse
Recycle
Reduce

Reuse

Recycle

Our programme of
continual improvement
targets reduction in
our own material use
through optimum yields
and efficiency gains.

We reuse hundreds
of tonnes of material
each year sourced from
manufacturing trims,
start-up and changeover
waste and recycled
polymers in our drive to
reduce landfill to zero.

We work with local
recyclers to collect any
waste that cannot be used
internally. All the packaging
we used is recyclable
as are our products at
the end of their lives.
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Circular economy
in action
Recycling is a solution
In addition to carbon reduction,
we need to build a circular
economy focused on recycling
and reuse of material resources.
Our use of recycled polymers in manufacturing
Stormcrate55 turns single use plastic into long life
building products with a life expectancy of decades.

Produced from externally sourced
recycled polymers

100%
Green product
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Our use of recycled
material takes millions
of bottles and containers
out of the waste stream
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Circular economy
in action
In-house reuse has
a part to play
We eliminate waste to landfill
by reusing our own production
waste in the manufacture of
our Eco range of products.

High quality foam PVC suitable for printing
manufactured from up to 80% reclaimed material.

100% 80%
Optimised for printing
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Reclaimed content
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ECO RANGE

Our Eco Range comprises of four semi-finished flat
sheet products each containing post-production regrind.

FLAT PETg SHEET

Sheet Size (mm)

Thickness (mm)

• PETg sheet made with at least 50% regrind
• Reduces the amount of PETg that goes to landfill
• Regrind is produced on-site under 		
closely monitored conditions to ensure
consistent quality
• Marpet-g FS Eco can be processed in the same
way as our standard Marpet-g FS product

1250 x 2050

0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2

2050 x 3050

2, 3

*Limited availability

BIOPLUS RANGE

CORRUGATED POLYCARBONATE

Corrugated polycarbonate sheet,
available in a range of profiles,
combining strength, impact resistance
and excellent optical properties.

Marlon BioPlus, made with bio-circular attributed resin,
is available across the entire Marlon product range*.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

•
•
•
•

Rooflights
Sidelights
Vertical glazing
Composite rooflights

Clear

FLAT ACRYLIC SHEET

Sheet Size (mm)

Thickness (mm)

• Acrylic sheet made with at least 50%
acrylic regrind
• Reduces the amount of acrylic that goes to landfill
• Regrind is produced on-site under closely
monitored conditions to ensure consistent quality
• Marcryl FS Eco can be processed in the same
way as our standard Marcryl FS product

1250 x 2050

1.9, 3.8

THE GREEN CHOICE

Sheet Size (mm)

Thickness (mm)

• Black PVC foam product
• Up to 80% reclaimed post-production
waste content
• Reduces landfill
• Same product benefits as the rest of the
Foamalux range

1220 x 2440

3, 5 & 10

2050 x 3050

3, 5 & 10

FLAT POLYCARBONATE

Flat polycarbonate sheet, 200
stronger but less than half the
weight of glass with high light
transmission and optical clarity.

*Limited availability

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

•
•
•
•

Internal & external vertical glazing
Safety & protective glazing
Canopies, walkways & shelters
Signage

Clear

MULTIWALL POLYCARBONATE

Multiwall polycarbonate sheet available
in a range of lightweight, strong and
insulating thicknesses and structures.

*Limited availability

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

•
•
•
•

Rooflights
Vertical glazing
Canopies & walkways
Conservatories & greenhouses

Black

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

• Black PVC foam core containing regrind
• Core contains up to 80% reclaimed
post-production waste content
• Reduces landfill
• White virgin foam surface – either one 		
or two surfaces
• Same product benefits as the rest of the
Foamalux range
• Triple advantage: environmentally friendlier,
excellent surface for printing, engraving can
reveal black core

Sheet Size (mm) Thickness (mm)
SINGLE SIDED

DOUBLE SIDED

1220 x 2440

3, 5 & 6

10

1560 x 3050

-

10

1560 x 4050

-
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MODULAR POLYCARBONATE SYSTEMS

Modular polycarbonate panel glazing
systems for the complete architectural
glazing solution.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

• Vertical facades
• Rooflights
• Canopies

*Limited availability

Black/White

*Contact Brett Martin for availability and order requirements
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Cradle
to Grave

From product development to end of life, we strive to
minimise the impact of all our products on our planet.
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Product Development

Supply Chain

Production & Logistics

• We aim to increase the recycled
content of our products
• In 2021, we launched our Eco range
• In 2022 we introduced Marlon BioPlus
made from bio-circular attributed resin
• We minimise the amount of
processing energy and raw materials
used to make our products
• Our products comply with REACH
and RoHS legislation

• The vast majority of raw materials are
sourced from UK, Europe and USA
• We use suppliers who comply with
environmental standards and good practice

End of Life

• We maintain high product
yields and efficient materials
handling to minimise waste
• All packaging we use is 100% recyclable
• Our combustion engine vehicles
are being converted to hybrid
or electric where possible
• We have achieved ISO 9001:2015
Quality Management Systems for
all our manufacturing sites

• We do not make products for short term use
• Our products are suitable for
medium to long term use –
months, years, even decades
• All our products can be recycled at end
of life through mechanical, chemical
or energy recovery methods
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Our
journey
continues
We will continue to improve
our sustainability and reduce
our environmental impact by:

2022 embarked on the Planet Mark
sustainability certification process

Working with our value chain
to assess our Scope 3 emissions

Exploring innovative ways to streamline
production to reduce energy waste

Expanding our range of Eco
and carbon reduced products

Setting targets to reduce our
Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Developing relationships with
recyclers to increase the recycled
content of our products

Expanding the return of offcuts of
our material for recycling and reuse
at our manufacturing plant
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Head Office & Global Sales
Brett Martin Ltd
24 Roughfort Road
Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim
Northern Ireland, BT36 4RB
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+44 (0) 28 9084 9999
+44 (0) 28 9083 6666
technical@brettmartin.com
commercial@brettmartin.com

For the latest information visit

brettmartin.com
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